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ABSTRACT 

 
Biasing is the most important concept in case of dual master cylinder brake system. Bias Bar with a spherical bearing 

is designed to execute the function of biasing operated by single pedal i.e. mechanical system. Practical simulation of 

bias bar/balance bar is done in static condition using Bourdon Pressure Gauge on formula stude nt car. Different 

pressures are obtained at various positions of balance bar which gives the correct setup of the system as per the 

required biasing. Pushrod position is decided as per theoretical knowledge and experience. 

 
Keywords- Bias Bar/ Balance Bar, Spherical bearing, Pushrod, Master cylinder. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 
In the vehicle when brakes are applied by the driver, vehicle slows down with gradual weight transfer from rear to front. 

The harder the vehicle is braked more the load is transfer at the front wheels. This weight transfer is also seen in case 

of cornering of the vehicle, where the weight transfer takes place in lateral direction. This leads to change in the required 

braking force at different wheel. In case of hydraulic disc brake system, hydraulic cylinder i.e. master cylinders are used 

to pressurize the fluid. With the use of same bore of master cylinder, with the same caliper piston area it becomes 

difficult to distribute the braking force at different wheels. This makes it troublesome to lock all the four wheels. Hence 

it is important to compensate with the change in the weight transfer. The optimum brake bias depends on track to track 

and driver to driver. To provide the more relative braking force at front we can increase the front disc diameter, pad 

area, caliper piston area or by reducing the bore diameter of front master cylinder than rear. This paper emphasizes the 

importance of using brake bias bar (also commonly known as balance bar) in the formula student car. We fine tune the 

brake balance with the bias bar. This allows us to make rapid adjustments to suit varying track conditions, tire 

compounds or driver preference. 

 
2.0 CONSTRUCTION AND WORKING: 

 
The construction of the balance bar is as shown in fig. (a). It consists of a solid threaded bar of specific diameter with a 

spherical bearing fitted on it. This assembly slides in the housing of the pedal with predetermined length. The balance 

bar takes the force applied to the pedal and distributes it to the front (right) and rear (left) master cylinders. The 

percentage distribution of force that goes to each master cylinder depends on the balance bar position. If the spherical 

bearing (located in the pedal housing) is positioned exactly in the centre of the two master cylinder pushrod clevises, 

then each master cylinder transfers the same amount of pushrod force. 

Rotating the balance bar leads to move the spherical joint relative to the two clevises. For example, if we turn the bar, the 

spherical joint moves closer to the left clevis, then the left clevis will experience more force from the pedal than the 

right clevis. A common misconception in biasing is that changing the length of the master cylinder pushrod will 

change how much force each master cylinder gets as input, or that it will decide which master cylinder builds pressure 

first. This is wrong. Both master cylinders will start to build pressure at the same time and the balance bar adjustment 

position will decide how much force is distributed to each master cylinder. 
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Fig.(a): Schematic diagram of bias bar system. 

 

3.0 ANALYTICAL CALCULATIONS AND DESIGN: 

 
Fig.(b): Force Analysis Diagram of balance bar 

 

Frmc- Force on rear master cylinder Ffmc- 

Force on front master cylinder l- Effective 

length of Balance Bar 

x- Distance of spherical bearing from left. 

 
Frmc=  Total pedal force* Length (x) Length 

(l) 

Ffmc= Total pedal force - Frmc 

 
Here the fig.(b) shows the force analysis of the balance bar. Balance bar can be set to the different positions. With the 

change in the position of spherical bearing various pressure cha nges can be obtained at different wheels. The 

following table shows the range of pressure for the different biasing of the balance bar. 
 

Table-1: Force Distribution (70mm clevis centre to centre) 
  

Spherical Joint Position Right Clevis (Front 

connection) 

Left Clevis (Rear 

connection) 

Pressure(bar) (Front) Pressure(bar) (Rear) 

7mm Left of centre 40% 60% 41.63 43.37 

Centered 50% 50% 52.04 36.14 

3.5mm Right of centre 55% 45% 57.24 32.53 

14mm Right of centre 70% 30% 72.86 23.95 
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Fig.(c): CAD model for final assembly                                          Fig.(d): CAD model of Balance bar 

 

5.0 CONCLUSION: 
 

1) The position of balance bar should be straight but not cocked,when brake pedal is in full pressed position,which gives 

the correct and efficient working of the balance bar as shown in fig.(e). 
 

 

Fig.(e): Pedal in fully pressed position 
 

2) Practical values were examined using a bourdan pressure gauge at the caliper outlet. 
 

 

Fig.(f): Simulation using pressure gauge 
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3) With theorotical and practical examination, pressure loss takes place in the lines. 

 
4) Both clevis position should be within range of 3-4mm from the housing. 

 
5) Biasing by the balance bar can be done with the help of Remote brake bias adjuster according to ergonomics. 
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